	
  

Date:
Notes from:

01/14/16
Periodic CSSG Leadership call with NCSP Manager

Participants:

Jerry McKamy, David Erickson, David Hayes

Status of Taskings:
Tasking 2015-02 3007 Revision.
Telecon held just before the end of the year. Due to holidays, and changing duties, not
much has been done.
Tasking 2015-03 AA HNDBK.
Appendix I has been reviewed by full CSSG and comments addressed. Going through final
stages by Team prior to providing to Jerry M. to get to AU. Need to ensure that any gaps
that require others to fill are clearly identified.
Action: DGE communicate expectation to team (done), Team to finalize and provide.
Tasking 2015-05 WTP Review.
Latest ‘intel’ indicates should be receiving information in March, so review could be in
April. DNFSB Staff is interested in CSSG review.
Action: REW finalize Tasking once time frame is better known.
Tasking 2016-01 NCSP T&EP Review.
Tasking is approved. All participants are ‘on-board’ and everything is lined up for Hopper
& Brady Raap to review the first week at NFO and the following week with Hopper &
Trumble at SNL and Brady Raap & Kimball at NCERC.
Status of DOE–STD-1158
No status
CSSG meeting to be held in conjunction with the TPR (03/16).
CSSG has been made aware of their action to investigate unconstrained re-baseline of the
focus of the NCSP. Opportunity to really look at the ‘what to do’, and ‘where to spend’.
All proposals are to be provided NLT 02/19, CSSG will perform ‘triage review’ to identify
Task Managers to meet with, then will have about a month to review.
CSSG will meet 03/17-18 to review proposals and hold business meeting.
Action: DGE to formalize a Tasking
Status of LANL
Trying to find NCS Expert support for CRA the beginning of February. CSSG members are not
available, many other names have been provided. Concern that LANL let it get this ‘late in the
game’ before reaching out for assistance.
Other?
Godiva – Received letter from NFO allowing unrestricted operation!
	
  

